EVALUATION AND RESTORATION OF LAND SECTION CORNERS
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TILSR9W

Original Witness
18" fir, N.26°W., 36 Lks.
36" fir, S.26°W., 148 Lks.
48" fir, S.53°E., 94 Lks.
40" fir, N.43°E., 60 Lks.

I found 36" snag, S.26°W., 96 ft., with face showing axe marks but all marks are rotted away. The original NW, NE, SW BTs are in their recorded bearings and distances but all marks are rotted away. This corner point corresponds with the recorded distance of 92.5 ft. south of a creek running NW. I set 6"x2" pitch post 2 ft. above ground Mkd. S28 on NW and S33 on SW sides.

1 marked 2 new BTs:
12" alder, N.61°W., 55 ft. Mkd S28 BT
10" alder, S.43°30'W., 17.5 ft. Mkd S33 BT

Witness: M. Whitmore
by Leonard Whitmore,
Tillamook County deputy Surveyor
3-17-42

TILSR9W

Original Witness:
30" fir, M.36°W., 57 Lks.
30" fir, M.31°E., 58 Lks.
36" fir, S.37°W., 87 Lks.
30" fir, S.28°E., 60 Lks.

I found the original fir post standing in a rock mound. Found 36" snag, S.37°W., 87 Lks. with the scribing burned off. Found 30" snag, S.28°E., 60 Lks. with the scribing burned off. Found axe marks on the NE and NW BT snags where a later surveyor destroyed the marks on these snags.